Evaluation of Alteration in Hepatic and Intestinal BCRP Function In Vivo from ABCG2 c.421C>A Polymorphism Based on PBPK Analysis of Rosuvastatin.
Polymorphism c.421C>A in the ABCG2 gene is thought to reduce the activity of breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP), a xenobiotic transporter, although it is not clear which organ(s) contributes to the polymorphism-associated pharmacokinetic change. The aim of the present study was to estimate quantitatively the influence of c.421C>A on intestinal and hepatic BCRP activity using a physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model of rosuvastatin developed from clinical data and several in vitro studies. Simultaneous fitting of clinical data for orally and intravenously administered rosuvastatin, obtained in human subjects without genotype information, was first performed with the PBPK model to estimate intrinsic clearance for hepatic elementary process. The fraction of BCRP activity in 421CA and 421AA (fca and faa values, respectively) with respect to that in 421CC subjects was then estimated based on extended clearance concepts and simultaneous fitting to oral administration data for the three genotypes (421CC, 421CA, and 421AA). On the assumption that c.421C>A affects both intestinal and hepatic BCRP, clinical data in each genotype were well reproduced by the model, and the estimated terminal half-life was compatible with the observed values. The assumption that c.421C>A affects only either intestinal or hepatic BCRP gave poorer agreement with observed values. The faa values obtained on the former assumption were 0.48-0.54. Thus, PBPK model analysis enabled quantitative evaluation of alteration in BCRP activity owing to c.421C>A, and BCRP activity in 421AA was estimated as half that in 421CC.